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On/O�  Turn on or o� the dictionary. The screen will stay lit 
when powering on. It will automatically power o� when 
there is no activity for 20 minutes.

Input Method Switch between input methods - Pin Yin, Bu 
Shou and Handwriting.

Page up  Show the previous phrase or increase screen contrast in 
Main Menu screen.
Page down  Show the next phrase or decrease screen contrast in 
Main Menu screen.

HansVision TM
 PX 2131 e-dictionary is a comprehensive and easy-to-use Chinese dictionary devised to 

help students better understand the meanings of Chinese characters. Use this Quick Start Guide to 
familiarize yourself with the ditcionary’s basic and advanced functions. Your dictionary also comes wuth 
a built-in online Help that provides detailed instrutions.



Shift  Highlight multiple or polyphonic characters to search.

Handwriting Pen



Getting Started



Getting Started

Look up meanings of characters and phrases using the Pin Yin, Bu Shou or 
Handwriting input method.



Looking up de�nitions

You can look up the meanings of characters and phrases using the Pin Yin, Bu Shou or Handwriting 
input method. The Pin Yin input method is based on the phonetics or ‘hanyu pinyin’ of characters. The 
Bu Shou method is based on the radicals or strokes of characters. The Handwriting method is based on 
quickly entering with touch controls and intelligent recognition of characters.





Enter the stroke count of a character excluding its 
radical and press Enter             . For example, enter 
[5] to select the "对" radical. In this case, you have 
to press              several times, followed by [5] to 
select "树”. 柠 柱 柿 栏 树 柔



Handwriting Input Method

In Electronic Dictionary [电子词典] mode, press 
Input Method             to switch to Handwriting
input method (手写).  

手写

Write a character on the screen with the hand- 
writing pen. For example, write “我”.

我

When �nished, the possible characters will 
appear on the screen. To view more charac-
ters, press              or             . 

 

手写

手写

for the entries 
bearing “我”.

我

我
我方

wo
wo fang



我 wo
代词，称自己；有时
也用来指称“我们”。

校

“我，你”对，表

Repeat step 2 to 5 in “Single character search” and 
continue to enter characters using the Handwriting 
method. In this case, enter phrase “我们”.

我们
我们  Women
我行我素  Wo xing Wo su

手写

我们 Women

代词，称包括自己在内
的苦干人



Using advanced search functions



Polyphonic Character search
Using the Handwriting input method, you can quickly �nd all pronunciations of polyphonic 
characters and the corresponding explanations of the words or phrases.

After selecting a Pin Yin of a polyphonic character, use <#> to quickly return to the list of Pin 
Yins of the polyphonic characters and view the pronunciations and related explanations.

For example, search the polyphonic character 
“校” using the Handwriting method.

校
jiao
xiao

校
1.校正，使它

改
改
稿

校
校         Jiao
校场    Jiao chang
手写

键

准确。

键 #

键键



 Magnifying a Character

*
character

character


